Gibraltar Financial Services Commission
EIOPA Solvency II Reporting: Consistency Check
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Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to provide specific guidance to Gibraltar firms with respect to Solvency II reporting
to the GFSC. This paper relates to EIOPA filing rule 1.7 which states that a return must be consistent across
what is filed and what has been stated as being reported. The paper elaborates on information that the GFSC
has previously communicated via workshop material and guidance notes.
In general, such inconsistencies will be trapped by the Invoke Portal validation process and filers will not be
able to proceed past the Approval stage. However, some early submissions were made prior to validation
being enforced and some empty template filings have been submitted that pass validation but contravene the
EIOPA filing rules.
This paper also highlights some issues that can arise with submitting blank templates.
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Background

The European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) publishes Implementing Technical
Standards (ITS) with which Solvency II reporting must comply. These ITS specify compliance statements in the
form of Validation Rules and Filing Rules. The former are predominantly enforced through XBRL assertions
which enable reporting applications, such as the Invoke e-Filing portal, to systematically check the data against
the Taxonomy. Though some filing rules might also be enforced via the Taxonomy, many are left to second
level validation such as GFSC post-submission analysis to confirm compliance.
XBRL filers in particular may additionally wish to refer to the EIOPA Taxonomy architecture document.
EIOPA Reporting:

https://eiopa.europa.eu/regulation-supervision/insurance/reporting-format

Validation:

Excel download from the EIOPA Reporting page above.

Filing Rules:

https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.1.0/EIOPA_XBRL_Filing_Rules_for_Sol
vency_II_reporting_2.1.0.pdf

Taxonomy Documentation:

https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.0.1/EIOPA_XBRL_Taxonomy_Docume
ntation_2.0.1.pdf
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2.1 Filing Rule 1.7 – Filing Indicators and Reported Facts
1.7.(b) – Implication of no facts for an indicated template
An instance document MUST NOT include positive filing indicator elements indicating a reporting unit
(“template”) as filed (i.e. @find:filed="true", or no @find:filed attribute) for reporting units which are NOT
intended to be reported in the instance.
1.7.1 – No facts for non-indicated templates
An instance document MUST NOT include business facts which are not contained in any of the reporting units
(“templates”) that are indicated by the filing indicator elements as reported (unless these facts appear also in
another template that is marked as reported by means of filing indicators).
What this means in practice is that filers must not state that a template is being reported but not include any
data for it. Or conversely, filers must not submit data for a template that is not marked as being reported. In
order to comply with these rules, the indicators set in S0101 Content of the submission must be consistent
with the templates that have been included in the submission.
2.1.1
Exception
The EIOPA SII Taxonomy allows for the setting of ‘negative filing indicators’, where a filer explicitly states that
they are not submitting a particular template. This may become possible through the GFSC’s Invoke e-Filing for
Insurance portal system in due course, as recently introduced for the filing of Banking returns under CRD IV.
1.6.(b) – Negative filing indicators
An instance document MAY include appropriate negative (i.e. in a find:fIndicators tuple, with
@find:filed="false") filing indicator elements indicating reporting units which are intended NOT to be reported
in the instance document.
2.1.2
Correcting Non-compliant Submissions
Filers that use the XBRL upload process should refer to section 4 of this paper.
Where the GFSC has advised a firm that one or more of their submissions have failed these filing rules, they
will be required to submit a correction.
Note: This is not classified as a ‘Resubmission’ with respect to the indicator in S0102 Basic Information. The
replacement submission should still be marked as 1-Initial.

Empty templates must be completed where appropriate or marked as not reported in S0101 Content of the
submission. Where a template is scheduled but not being reported, a request should be made to the GFSC for
it to be deleted from the calendar.
When correcting a prior submission the following general points should be noted.
 A submitted (Extracted) submission cannot be changed so it will be necessary to create new
templates based on the previous set. This is most easily achieved by duplicating any required
templates.
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Figure 1: Duplicating a template







Only an Extracted template can be duplicated so this should be done prior to invalidating the
previous submission.
A duplicated template will have a status of Created and can be Edited.
Only the erroneous templates need to be duplicated.
The subsequent Approval process will cause the system to create copies of all other templates from
the previously Extracted dataset.
Templates uploaded as part of an XBRL submission cannot be duplicated or edited through the Portal.

Option 1
Where a template is required, or a blank template is being replaced with one containing values.
 The template must be marked as 1-Reported in S0101 Content of the submission, which must be
duplicated and amended if the original was not correct.
 The previously blank template must be amended to contain the required values.
Option 2
Where a blank template has been previously submitted but is not required.
 The template must be marked as not reported using the applicable code in S0101 Content of the
submission, which must be duplicated and amended if the original was not correct.
 The GFSC must be requested to remove the template from the schedule for the affected reporting
period.
o This is very important since at Approval the system will otherwise continue to generate the
template based on the prior submission.
After the new template set has been created, approved and extracted (submitted), the previous submission
should be invalidated.


Select any one template from the previous submission and choose Invalidate from the menu.

The following sections provide more detail and should be referenced as required.
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Invoke e-Filing Portal

This is the reporting system employed by the GFSC to collect regulatory returns that relate to Solvency II and
CRD IV, as legislated by the EIOPA and EBA respectively.
The e-Filing application provides template views of the EIOPA SII Taxonomy dataset, which can be filled in
online through Web Forms or offline via Excel workbook files that can be imported into the system. Both data
entry mechanisms utilise a Context Page through which general reporting information must be provided. In
most cases this information is defaulted by the application in line with Gibraltar requirements and cannot be
changed. For SII reporting the Filing indicator cannot currently be changed and will generate a positive
response in the XBRL data for every approved template, including those that are blank.
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Figure 2: Invoke e-Filing Context Page

In order to comply with the EIOPA rules it is necessary to ensure that only those templates for which facts are
being reported are indicated as filed in the resultant XBRL instance document.
Templates are scheduled by the GFSC based on prior communication with filers but it is recognised that
requirements can change or further understanding may require schedules to be adjusted. Selecting a filing
period from the Invoke calendar will show all templates for which data is expected to be submitted.

Figure 3: Scheduled templates

EIOPA utilises the S0101 Content of submission template to have filers state which templates they have
submitted, or to identify why there is no submission of the template.

Figure 4: S0101 Content of the submission

The Invoke e-Filing Portal validates that the status of templates and responses in S0101 are consistent. If not
then a validation error will result. In the example below, two specific errors have been generated.
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Figure 5: Template inconsistency validation errors

Firstly, S0603 has been stated as not reported but a template has been created. The highlighted value of
s2c_CN:x2 is the Taxonomy representation for a response of ‘0 - Not reported (in this case special justification
is needed)’, in relation to this template.
Secondly, S1201 has been stated as reported but no template has been created. In fact the template is not
scheduled to be filed by this firm for this reporting period. The highlighted value of s2c_CN:x1 is the Taxonomy
representation for a response of ‘1 - Reported’, in relation to this template.

3.1 Blank Templates
The creation of blank templates has been incorrectly used to resolve consistency errors. When the XBRL
instance document is ultimately generated by the system it contains a positive filing indicator stating that the
template is being reported. The absence of any data for the template then fails the GFSC’s second level
validation of compliance with the filing rules.

3.2 Duplicate Facts
The filing of blank templates can have an additional unforeseen consequence that must be avoided. The Portal
reporting process facilitates the entry of data by presenting the individual templates for the convenience of
filers. However, EIOPA ultimately require their submission to be in the form of an XBRL instance document
which is a single file containing the data from across all templates. Where a reported value exists across more
than one template, it must have the same value and is actually only present once in the XBRL file.
If a blank template is filed that shares facts with another template then it may fail EIOPA formula validation
with some seemingly strange results.
In the example below the S0201 Balance Sheet and S2301 Own Funds share the fact ‘Excess of assets over
liabilities’. If a value is provided for the former but the latter is filed as blank then both will inherit the value
through association in the XBRL data.
This may not be what the filer intended and can cause some confusion as below.
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S0201 Balance Sheet

S2301 Own Funds

The validation appears to be failing because the values in S2301 don’t comply with the formula. Yet all the
values in S2301 look like they should be zero, since it’s a blank template. However the Portal is reporting that
there is a value of 2,000.00 for row R0700. This value is actually coming from R1000 of template S0201 in
accordance with the EIOPA identical datapoint specification below.
DataPoint Signature
MET(s2md_met:mi294)s2c_dim:VG(s2c_AM:x80)

4

Entry point
.02

Table 1
Number of occurences
2 S.02.01.02.01

Cell coordinates
C0010R1000

Table 2
S.23.01.01.02

Cell coordinates
C0060R0700

XBRL Filing

This section is of interest to those filers that use the XBRL file upload process for getting data into the Portal
system. It may also be of interest to those wishing to understand how some issues result in non-compliance
once the XBRL data is generated from the template forms.
To comply with EIOPA rules an XBRL instance document must positively indicate which templates are being
reported. This must comply with the templates in S0101 Content of the submission that have been marked as
‘Reported’. XBRL filers may wish to consult with their software provider where they have issues with
generating compliant instance files.
For demonstration purposes an XBRL submission file has been created that is reporting S0101, S0102, S0201
and S2301. All other templates are marked as not reported with S0602 being exempted and S0603 not
required due to no collective investment undertakings.
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Figure 6: S0101 statement of reported templates

The associated XBRL provides positive filing indicators for the four templates which can be read by software
and checked against the values that have been provided against each metric. Errors can occur where values
exist for templates marked as not reported or conversely where a template is marked as reported but has no
values. The latter often results from the use of software that allows a blank template to be created, and
submitted.
Separate Elements

Single Tuple

Figure 7: XBRL Filing Indicators

The XBRL snippet below demonstrates how the EIOPA dictionary values must be used to represent the
responses for each of the 12 reported or not reported templates that make up the Quarterly Solo dataset,
excluding S0101 Content of submission which is mandatory. The required Qualified Name (QName) members
will be derived by the Invoke Portal on extraction of the template data to create the XBRL instance document
from the users data input. XBRL filers will need to ensure that their software outputs the necessary content to
comply with the EIOPA Taxonomy documentation and Filing Rules.

Figure 8: XBRL Content Indicators

The example above highlights where the value ‘x1’ tells the recipient of the XBRL data that the three templates
have been reported. Most other templates have a value of ‘x2’ which translates to Not Reported Other
Reason, sometimes with justification depending on the template. These QName members all belong to the
Content domain (CN).
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The two other highlighted entries are for the List of Assets and Collective Investments templates to further
demonstrate how EIOPA have modelled the SII taxonomy. Metrics ei1697 and ei1699 represent the respective
templates and indicate Exempted (x22) and No Collective Investment Undertakings (x21).
The final piece needed to interpret this XBRL content is the domain Hierarchy. This is necessary since a value of
‘x22’ might not mean the same thing for all metrics.

Figure 9: Content of submission metrics

Hierarchy 23 provides the possible responses and QName member values for template S0602 List of Assets
and metric ei1697, specifically for Full Scope Solo reporting. The possible values are shown below.

Figure 10: Taxonomy Hierarchy

The use of a value outside of the permitted list will cause an error due to non-compliance with the EIOPA SII
Taxonomy, as demonstrated below.

Figure 11: Invalid XBRL Metric Hierarchy Value

*** End of Document ***
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